Policy for Self-Governed Student Organizations

- Performance based organizations
- with JSO/M Faculty Sponsors

The support of Self-Governed Student Organizations will follow all IU official policies and the following JSO/M policies. The Recital Hall is ordinarily the designated space for all Self-Governed Student Organization (SGSO) performance events in the JSO/M. A total of three SGSO events per semester will be allowed and requests for reservations will be treated on a first come, first served basis. Preference and priority for all space will first go to official/curricular JSO/M ensembles, programs, and classes.

1) Concert and Dress Rehearsal space may be reserved through JSOM Scheduling office beginning in the second week of classes in the Fall and Spring semesters. Concert events must occur by the last Friday before Thanksgiving break in the Fall semester and by the last Saturday in March in the Spring semester.

2) Rehearsal space may be reserved two weeks in advance. A two-hour rehearsal per week is the maximum that will be allowed.

3) Program production support will be given for programs (copy required 2 weeks in advance), backstage staff, and listing in JSOM events if all internal deadlines and guidelines are met. Recording of events will not be supported.

4) The SGSO may not use the IU or JSO/M name, trademarks, symbols, logos, or mottoes, but may use approved IU student organization branding elements.

5) The SGSO may not charge for attendance or fundraise at any event in JSOM venues.

This amended policy was approved by the School of Music Council on April 13, 2017. The policy originated in the PCC Agenda Committee and was approved by the Performance Coordinating Committee at a meeting on December 7, 2016.